Course Description

Many variables of interest to planners and policy makers are measured as categorical variables with two or several levels which may or may not be ordered. Traditional (OLS) methods are often unsuited for the analysis of such variables because many OLS regression assumptions can be violated when analyzing such categorical variables. Although we will start the course with forms of traditional OLS regression, a major part of the semester will be devoted on methods for analyzing categorical and limited dependent variables. While theoretical and statistical underpinnings of these methods will be discussed in class, emphasis will be on actual application of a variety of these statistical methods to issues and problems faced in the social/behavioral sciences. The usual class approach will be to discuss 1) the motivation for a particular statistical technique, 2) data and specification/estimation of the statistical model, and 3) model assessment and interpretation of the results.

This course focuses on three of the “required components” under “Planning Skills” for the Planning Advisory Board (PAB) accreditation of planning schools:

- **2a – research:** tools for assembling and analyzing ideas and information from prior practice and scholarship, and from primary and secondary sources.
- **2b – written, oral and graphic communication:** ability to prepare clear, accurate and compelling text, graphics and maps for use in documents and presentations;
- **2c – quantitative and qualitative methods:** data collection, analysis and modeling tools for forecasting, policy analysis, and design of projects and plans.

Learning Objectives

Specific course objectives include the following:
1. To introduce the student to a set of statistical techniques and software that will facilitate linear regression analysis and analysis of categorical and limited dependent variables.
2. To provide the student with hands-on experience using these statistical techniques.
3. To enable the student in conducting his/her own empirical analysis of a categorical/limited dependent variable and to use and evaluate the work of others.

Upon successful completion of the course, the student should gain a strong understanding of a) linear regression, b) binary and ordered logit and probit, and c) multinomial logit models. This will be accomplished through lectures, readings, class discussions, STATA lab work, completion of problem sets and a final project.

**Course Requirements**

1. Complete assigned reading
2. Complete 3 problem sets
3. Complete a midterm exam
4. Present final paper to class
5. Complete final paper

**The Final Paper**

For the final paper, students will be expected to complete a journal-length research paper (approximately 15-20 pages excluding tables and figures). Given the time constraints of the course, it is assumed that students will use a cleaned public use data set (examples include General Social Survey, Current Population Survey, American Housing Survey, the Census, etc.) that is accessible and of interest to the student. The data set must contain categorical variables that can be conceptually defended as outcome measures or dependent variables. Paper should follow APA guidelines, and contain at least a limited literature review. Use alternative methods when possible and compare results. For example, when analyzing a binary outcome, you can use the linear probability model, the logit model, and the probit model and compare and discuss results from each. Another example might be a contrast of multinomial, ordered and conditional logit models.

Detailed guidelines for the final paper appear on the last page of the syllabus.

**Course Grade**

Student’s performance assessment in the course will be done as follows:

1. Three Problem Sets, all of which are linked to Learning Objectives 1, 2, and 3 will each carry 10 points for a total of 30 points.
2. A midterm exam that will test progress towards the achievement of Learning Objectives 1, 2, and 3 will carry 25 points.
3. Presentation of your final paper that will incorporate elements of all three Learning Objectives will be worth 10 points.
4. The final paper that will represent the culmination of all three Learning Objectives will carry 35 points.

Course grade scale

A (100-90), B+ (89-87), B (86-80), C+ (79-77), C (76-70), F (69-0).

Percentages in parentheses.

Course Pre-requisites

This course assumes that the student has theoretical and practical knowledge of multiple regression and that the student is familiar with a statistical software package. Students will be introduced to Stata in this course.

Texts


Highly Recommended


References

Other slightly more advanced books that discuss the topics in this course include:

Readings: All are available on the web through Rutgers Libraries


Course Topic Outline

Week 1  January 27
The Linear Regression Model – A Review of simple regression, multiple regression, regression assumptions, and hypothesis testing
Read (SW) Chapters 2, 5-7.

Week 2  February 3
The Linear Regression Model – Regression assumptions in more detail
Read (SW) Chapters 5-6

Week 3  February 10
The Linear Regression Model - Dealing with non-linearity on the right-hand side (the independent variables)
Read (SW) Chapter 8

Week 4  February 17 – (Problem set one distributed – due 3/2)
Introduction to Stata
Regression and Issues of Internal and external validity
Read (SW) Chapter 9

Week 5  February 24
Dealing with specification problems: Instrumental variables regression
Read (SW) Chapter 12
Read Gennetian, Bos and Morris (2002)
Read Jagannathan et al (2010b)

Week 6  March 2 (Problem set two distributed – due 3/23)
Introduction to regression with panel data
Read (SW) Chapter 10
Read (Camasso & Jagannathan, 2009)
Read (Crowley et al., 2012)

Week 7  March 9
Binary Dependent Variable Analysis – Linear Probability Model (LPM)
Read (SL). Chapter 3.

Introduction to Logistic Regression
Read (SL) Chapters 3 & 4

Week 8  March 16  SPRING BREAK - NO CLASS

Week 9  March 23
Binary Dependent Variable Analysis – Logistic Regression continued
Read (Liao) Chapter 3
Read (Jagannathan, 2001)
Week 10 March 30
Binary Dependent Variable Analysis – Probit Regression
Read Jagannathan, Camasso, Killingsworth (2004a)
Read Jagannathan, Camasso, McLanahan (2005)
Read Jagannathan et al. (2017)

Week 11 April 6 (Problem set 3 distributed – due 4/20)
Binary Dependent Variable Analysis – Logit & Probit Regression (Contd..)
Read Jagannathan, Camasso, Killingsworth (2004b)
Read Jagannathan et al. (2010a)

Week 12 April 13 MIDTERM EXAM

Week 13 April 20
Polytomous (multi-category) Dependent Variable Analysis (Ordered Logit/Probit)
Read (SL) Chapter 5
Read (Liao) Chapter 5

Week 14 April 27
Polytomous (multi-category) Dependent Variable Analysis (Multinomial Logit and Conditional Logit)
Read (SL) Chapter 6
Read (Liao) Chapter 6
Read Camasso et al. (2004)
Read Camasso & Jagannathan (2001)
Read Hoffman & Duncan (1988)

Week 15 May 4
Class Presentation of final paper

MAY 11 Final paper due
Guidelines for writing the final paper

The final paper should be 15-20 pages in length, typed and double spaced. Tables and Figures should be attached as separate pages. The paper should contain the following components – other components can be added as the student views necessary:

1. **Title Page** – lists paper title, author’s name, date submitted, acknowledgements.

2. **Introduction/Problem Statement** – In one-two pages tell the reader why you are doing this research? Why is it important? Here you establish what focal variable relationship you are interested in and what others have said about this issue.
   
   **3 points**

3. **Theoretical Framework** – Here you describe the theoretical guidance for your empirical analysis. For example, the rational choice theory is often used to guide empirical analysis of marriage, crime, childbearing, etc. Any hypotheses that you have generated from the theory specified should be stated here. Have others led you to these hypotheses?
   
   **2.5 points**

4. **Research Design** – The focus here is how the observations have been collected. That is, were observations collected through a randomized experiment or an observational study? Are the data cross-sectional, longitudinal (time series or panel)?
   
   **2.5 points**

5. **Data and Measures** – Describe the sample, data sources, key variables, how variables are measured, and distributions of respondents on these variables. Use tables to show descriptive statistics (counts, means, standard deviations, minimum, maximum, etc.) for these key variables. The reader needs to know who you are studying, what specifically about the respondents you are studying, and what variability exists.
   
   **5 points**

6. **Analytic Strategy** – Tell the reader what statistical procedures you are using, the rationale for the use of such procedures, and any assumptions you are making about the procedures and the data. You should pay special attention to this component of the paper since it forms the crux of the course.
   
   **10 points**

7. **Results** – Describe what you have found. Tables/Figures are very important here.
   
   **10 points**

8. **Discussion and Conclusions** – Describe how this research has advanced our knowledge of your focal variable relationship. Have any hypotheses been rejected (accepted)? Why do you think your results are what they are? Did they
confirm (deny) what others have found? Any research limitations? Any suggested further research?

2 points

9. Attach Relevant Output as Attachment 1